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Letter from our Guest Editor Richard Schaub
It has been a privilege to be the guest editor of this edition of the AAP’s Psychosynthesis
Quarterly on the theme of the power of life purpose. Thank you to everyone who
submitted work – writing, painting and photography. Gratitude is also extended to
Marjorie Gross for her persistence, creativity, organizational gifts and leadership. And an
extra big thank you to the copyeditors, Sheila Williams, Walter Polt, and Ann
McLaughlin.
This edition’s topic of life purpose is very timely. This theme was chosen many months
before the onset of the pandemic, and it is now more important than ever for
supporting coping and resilience. In the current crisis, our purpose in this world and
the choices that flow from it become the organizing principle for the right use of our
energies. Having many colleagues in nursing, medicine and other health professions, I
hear everyday how their deep sense of purpose helps them to get up in the morning,
face the day and overcome their fears. I hope that the various perspectives in this
issue will inspire each of us to be fully in touch with our own purpose in this world - and
to help others to do the same. The Crown Chakra painting on our cover by Victoria
Gulino, a psychosynthesis therapist, represents the connection between our individual ego
self and our connection to creation and our purpose in being here. Thank you to the all of
the AAP members who give their time and vision to expand the benefits and uses of
psychosynthesis, a tradition and a practice that I have been so glad to be part of since my
early days of training way back in 1976.

Richard Schaub was a founding member of the first
New York psychosynthesis institute in 1980. He
has written five books and many professional
articles on the clinical applications of
psychosynthesis. He is currently establishing a
Psychosynthesis Psychology training group in
which professionals interested in psychosynthesis
can receive individualized supervision and
mentoring from long-time
psychosynthesis practitioners.
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Purpose Matters Most
by Barry Simon MD and Richard Schaub PhD
John Whitmore, a pioneer of the executive
coaching movement, quotes one of his clients: “I
am managing a large and successful company…I
have good health; I have a wonderful family…But
still I am not certain what I am doing with my
life.”

The Crisis of Purpose
What is the classic picture? In his 14th century
masterpiece, The Divine Comedy, the Florentine
poet Dante describes a man “halfway on the
journey” of life who is lost in dark woods. The
lost man sees a light faraway that he senses is the
answer for him, but he has to go on a
psychological and spiritual journey in order to
finally reach it. For Dante, this was much more
than a story line: he was living in exile with a
death sentence on his head when he began his
journey and the writing of his masterpiece. Seven
hundred years later, two doctors - Roberto
Assagioli and Viktor Frankl – were also in the
darkest woods possible, Assagioli in solitary
confinement in a Fascist prison cell in Rome and
Frankl in a Nazi concentration camp, when they
started their journeys to transcend their fears and
discover the quietly pervading joy of committing
to their life purpose under the worst possible
conditions.

Your first reaction might be to feel that something
is seriously wrong with this client. What’s his
problem? Why can’t he be happy with the good
fortune he has? It’s a good question: what is
wrong with him? Well, he has already told us:
“…I am not certain what I am doing with my
life.”
This uncertainty does not refer to his day-to-day
living. He is busy, successful, has gratitude for
his family and is surrounded by support. It is a
deeper feeling about his life that is bothering him.
There is something missing, something he is not
getting to. The actual source of the uncertainty,
though, is unknown to him.
It is understandable that Whitmore’s client is
confused. The challenges of work and
relationships have so far worked out well for him.
He has checked all the boxes. He is actively
fulfilling the social demands of how to live one’s
life. Why is he consulting and paying Whitmore?
What is he still searching for? Compared to the
vast majority of other people’s lives, he should be
an incredibly happy man.

We marvel at the resilience and wisdom of Frankl
and Assagioli. We cannot imagine that we would
have the inner resources to suffer what they
suffered and then to emerge as two inspirational
physicians and psychiatrists. Assagioli, in his
development of psychosynthesis, and Frankl, in
his development of logotherapy, also created
mental and emotional healing systems that other
professionals have used to help patients and, in
turn, trained others.

After Whitmore worked with many similar
clients, he knew he had to find a new view of his
clients’ dilemmas and a new way of practice. He
went to Florence and studied with Roberto
Assagioli and developed a deep respect for him.
Upon his return to England, Whitmore introduced
the concept of transpersonal coaching, based in
psychosynthesis, to indicate the importance of
purpose in determining coaching goals.
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But this doesn’t diminish the everyday crises that
many people suffer in their personal lives. We are
witness to the struggles of people to just get up in
the morning, get dressed and show up for job
responsibilities while feeling uncertain, anxious,
unwell, lost, confused, frustrated, humiliated
inside their minds and hearts. As only one
statistic, it is estimated that, on any given day,
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40,000,000 Americans are struggling with
significant anxiety. We wrote out forty million to
give a visual sense of the enormity of that
number: 40,000,000. That’s a lot of crises. And
on some days, despite his good fortune,
Whitmore’s client was one of those forty million.

situation with a sense of humor, or I could make it
a rest cure, or I could submit myself to
psychological experiments on myself. Or, finally,
I could make it a spiritual retreat—at last away
from the world. There was no doubt in my mind. I
was responsible.”

Life Purpose and Healthcare

Meditating in his prison cell for hours every day,
Assagioli experienced enlightenment and declared
that he had discovered “freedom from
circumstances.” He vowed that, if he ever got out
of prison, he would help to free people from their
“inner prisons.”

Our focus on life purpose began because of our
work with patients and clients who were in a
health crisis. Specializing in people in diabetes
distress (i.e., people not taking care of their
necessary diabetes management and heading
toward frightening consequences) and people in
early addictions recovery (who live afraid they
will return to addiction), we saw that despair over
ongoing health problems could lead to losing all
sense of life purpose. In some cases, even survival
itself no longer felt worth the effort. It was part of
our roles to help these people find their life
purpose again, which would, in turn, motivate
them to take care of themselves. In a variety of
other settings, cardiology, oncology, executive
coaching, eating disorders, adult and adolescent
psychiatry, we saw the same need.

After his release from prison, Assagioli was under
police surveillance, and his home was later
bombed by the Nazis who had taken control of
Italy. He was forced to hide in the Tuscan hills
with his son, Ilario, who was suffering from
tuberculosis and died soon after the war ended.
Frankl, released from the concentration camp at
the end of the war, found out that his wife had
died in the other camp.
Despite these multiple losses, both Frankl and
Assagioli went on to lead lives of purpose and
made major contributions to human welfare.
Identifying Life Purpose

So, what did one of our inspirations, Viktor
Frankl, actually do to transcend his suffering in
the Nazi concentration camp? He chose that he
was going stay alive and thrive to the degree
possible in order to find out the fate of his
pregnant wife confined in another camp. In his
illuminating book, Man’s Search for Meaning,
which has been in continuous print for 70 years
because of its teaching about dealing with
suffering, Frankl referred to his mindset as
“freedom of the will,” saying it was the one thing
that his captors could not take from him.

It is one thing to state the importance of life
purpose for our patients and clients, and quite
another to help them to actually identify it. Some
clarity can come with an open discussion, but, in
our experience, meditative and imagery
techniques based in psychosynthesis bring out the
intuitive and emotional clarity of what truly
matters to the person. We have organized the
techniques into a sequence that we call the Life
Purpose Method (LPM). Our early training
experiences with nurses specializing in diabetes
management in Toronto and with nurse coaches
and mental health counselors in New York has
allowed us to streamline the LPM and make it
practical for use by a wider audience, including
physicians, psychologists, educators, coaches and
clergy.

And Roberto Assagioli, in solitary confinement in
a Roman prison cell, also continuously reaffirmed
his need to choose his mindset: “I realized I was
free to take one or another attitude toward the
situation. I could rebel, I could submit passively,
vegetating. Or I could indulge in self-pity and
assume the martyr’s role. Or I could take the
PSYCHOSYNTHESIS QUARTERLY
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We are presently writing a book that also serves as an LPM training manual. For us personally,
we are grateful to honor the legacy of Viktor Frankl and Roberto Assagioli. And as Frankl put it,
“Life has purpose up to the very last second of life.”

Barry Simon MD, psychiatrist, psychoanalyst
Assistant Professor of Psychiatry, University of Toronto

Richard Schaub PhD, counseling psychologist
Huntington Meditation and Imagery Center
New York Psychosynthesis Institute

Barry and Richard are instructors in the new Psychosynthesis Psychology Group
For information: drrichardschaub@gmail.com
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Emerging Purpose, Emerging Truth
by Christina Gustafson
Now is the time to be quiet
Be still and listen
To the hummingbird’s wings in flight
Their chorus of Spring awakening
To the buzz of bees, the rustling of breezes tickling leaves in the trees
To the waves churning onto the sand, rolling in and rolling out
Listen for the beat of my own heart
The dissonance and harmony of my own Truth emerging…
At its own pace, its own rhythm
Knowing that the world will never be the same
That there is no “normal”, that maybe I have been walking
Asleep for too long
That now is the time for healing
For realigning, for synthesizing
All the voices that I have ignored, painted over, neglected
In service of guided and misguided ideals
To STOP – and truly surrender, to allow,
To discover my own flow, my invaluable Soul
Wrap up in this cocoon of Transformation
Cultivate Trust & Faith that there is Growth
Happening right NOW
Through every conversation I have
Message I send, petal I paint, piece of glass I cut and lay
Puzzle piece I place, game we play, word I speak, hug I share, stitch I sew
Flower I plant, weed I pull, gift I give, breath I Breathe
That I am building through every action, a new version of myself
With Patience and Forgiveness
Reverence and Intention
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Loving Kindness and Compassion
Embracing in each little step,
New possibilities for what it means to be Me
Living in this moment in Time
Reveling in the current Truth of Purpose emerging
That I am blessed
That there is plenty of time
To mindfully construct sturdy and beautiful wings
Which I will spread in flight,
When the time is right
To soar far beyond what I ever dreamed possible.

Christina Gustafson CMP, PLC, BCC
Christina Gustafson holds a Bachelor’s degree in Sociology from the University of California, Santa
Cruz. She is a BCC Certified Psychosynthesis Life Coach, Certified Massage Practitioner with advanced
training in Myofascial Release, a Level II Reiki Practitioner, and an emerging glass artist. She is focused
on a holistic approach to health and well-being and provides wellness coaching and bodywork sessions at
her office, Enlighten Bodywork & Healing Studio in Aptos, CA. ccgcaa@comcast.net
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Living Psychosynthesis with Purpose
By Didi Firman
If you are reading this, you are connected, deeply
I imagine, to psychosynthesis. Many of us are
professionals: psychotherapists, coaches, trainers,
business leaders, chaplains and more. Some of us
found psychosynthesis in support of our own
lives. We fell into it. It found us. We felt some
call, a sense of purpose, and pull and we
responded. Thus, we are reading this. We have
connected, been moved by and continue to draw
on the gifts of psychosynthesis.

•

No matter our “use” of psychosynthesis:
professional, personal, practical, spiritual, we
have stepped into the LIFE of psychosynthesis,
for, like any practice, it is a life’s work. And any
life’s work is the work of Purpose. It is the Call of
Self that is so strong, so clear, so true (to the
person who hears it) that it stays for a lifetime. It
will change, in form, but the Purpose holds
strong. To honor the Purpose, we are invited to
maintain the practices that support it. We are
asked to live through the guidance of our Purpose,
in good times and bad, in changing circumstances,
in our daily life and in our global citizenship.
Psychosynthesis is for life and it offers us
practices for our whole lives. It is worth
remembering what psychosynthesis gives us and
from there, we may well want to ask ourselves
how we can deepen our practice.
•

•

•

•

We have all done the disidentification
exercise. Do you come back to it as a
practice, an invitation, a reminder of who
your true Self is? This practice is needed,
every single day, by the nature of our
lives and our ever changing
circumstances.
We’ve explored our subpersonalities.
How exciting that first discovery was!
Are you still attending to them? Are you
remembering to hold your various “parts”
in love and acceptance? Wounded ones

PSYCHOSYNTHESIS QUARTERLY
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need us now more than ever. Most mature
subpersonalities (the ones that we relied
on in “normal” life) may well be
insufficient now, thus inviting another
expansion in self-knowing.
Psychological functions? We have them,
all six: intuition, thought, feeling,
sensation, impulse-desire, imagination.
Through which functions are you living?
If you step back (remember that
observer!), do you see your life unfolding
through all six functions? You need each
and every one. Which ones is asking to be
strengthened, trusted, used more deeply?
As you move through these fraught times,
do you remember to re-center, come back
to “I”, call on Higher Self, access your
transpersonal qualities? This is not an
abstract idea. It is a practice. Meditation,
evocative words, guided imagery, Selfidentification, all require choice, time and
strong valuation.
Once, in training, we all likely did the
Ideal Model exercise. When did you last
look at that original exercise, redo it in
the light of how you have evolved? Do
you remember to enliven your ideal
model as a way to guide your life? What
is it, right now, in these difficult times?
Give yourself an hour to work with that
one and you will move closer to Self.
The big map, synthesis, reminds us that
we must balance and synthesize
opposites. It is the way to harmony,
peace, expansion. It is as natural as night
and day. Do you remember that, when
polarities are thrown at us daily? When
the world starts to look, more than ever,
like “right” and “wrong”? Can you hold
“this” and “that”; “them” and “us”; even
“good” and “bad” as the beginning of a
movement towards synthesis? Will you
JUNE 2020

•

do that work, personally, for synthesis of
your polarities, as well as globally, for the
evolution of our world?
And do you move through good days and
bad days as a willer? We are that, whether
we remember or not. Purpose calls us.
Deliberation invites our deep processing.
Choice stands us tall and ready.
Affirmation applauds our willingness. It
anchors our deep purpose to this one
choice, this other choice, these many
choices. Planning keeps us smart,
prepared, responsive. Manifestation (and
a tip of the hat to the good Dr. Assagioli
who called this “Execution of the
Action!”) is right now, what we are doing
in this moment. It is big actions and little
ones. You are reading by act of will (in
what is my future). I am writing, in this
moment, my will moving purpose into
manifestation.

Enjoy being the artist of your own life.…..

There are more maps, theories, techniques and
practices. There are the classics and there are
those practices that have emerged through
generations of teachers and practitioners. There
are those that you created, for yourself, as a
perfect fit. And those that you will create as you
continue to grow. Your Psychosynthesis. It is now.
It is every day. It is forever.

Didi Firman, Ed.D, LMHC, BCC works through
Synthesis Center San Francisco, offering
Psychosynthesis Life Coach Training, group
coaching towards empowering the act of will, and
free webinars on “What Matters”. She is also the
founder of the Synthesis Center, in Amherst, MA,
whose work is now largely affiliated with SCSF.
Didi has a blog on psychologytoday.com, Living a
Life of Purpose.

Now is a good time to deepen our engagement
with psychosynthesis practices, with the work and
play of psychosynthesis, with its deep invitation
towards Self-realization. Now is a good time to
live our lives in ways that are aligned with our
Purpose. Now is a good time to follow Roberto’s
wise words: As a rule, we live life more or less as
it comes. Yet the business of living is in reality an
art and should be the greatest of all the arts.

PSYCHOSYNTHESIS QUARTERLY
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Whole Man
By Faline Jett

Systems of the World
Micros of the cosmic order
Seeing selves contained in Soul
Pulled asunder by the cosmonauts
Giving release to the surrounded ego
Coalescing, Creating in time and space
Re-enfolding, Supporting to Infinite Grace

Life Purpose or Purpose of Life?
We talk about the Spiritual Self and how much it is the basis for our care and understanding as souls in
the world. Self is an experience to Robert Gerard, Phd. It is in the techniques of creating spiritual
experience that I have found a beautiful excitement in psychosynthesis. My favorites have been The
Guided Daydream Technique, The Technique of Light, and the Technique of Inner Dialogue. They
provide for a robust session of deep inner self work that has
provided a lot of meaning for me. I learned about them from a
pamphlet written by Dr. Gerard in 1963. I found the pamphlet in a
moment of serendipity in the free section of the library and I was
hooked ever since. :)
Faline Jett, Ph. D, Ed. S, M. ht, HHP,
phone:360-328-1118
linkedin: https://www.linkedin.com/in/falinejett/
Founder/Lifestyle Strategist/ Change Agent/ Social
Entrepreneur/ Life Coach
I have created this company to focus my work in helping people. I
provide coaching nature, laughter wellness, and life coaching all
based on systems theory and happiness. We are all connected and it
is our environment and the people we are around that shape who we
are.
Certified Transformational Life Coach
ICF International
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Gratitude and appreciation Psychosynthesis exercise
by Franco Salvini
This guided exercise is intended to awaken in us a sense of gratitude and
appreciation for the life within us.
Meditation
Sit comfortably...Feet on the 3loor...Hands on your thighs...Back straight, but not rigid...Close your
eyes or look down to concentrate better and get in touch with your inner self....
Become aware of being here with all of yourself: your body...your emotions...your thoughts...your
concerns...your aspirations...your state of mind....
Look at all this without any judgment... Decide to give yourself time, time for yourself...
Now direct attention to the rhythm of your breathing...Take breaths while breathing slowly and
deeply.
I breathe in... I breathe out... I breathe in... I breathe out...
Keep your attention on this rhythm...Imagine that all of your body is breathing...Little by little the
tensions calm down...My shoulders drop all tensions...my arms, my hands relax...my chest, my pelvis
slacken...my legs, my feet are more present...
I breathe in... I breathe out... I breathe in... I breathe out...
As you carefully follow the rhythm of your breathing, you become aware of a presence within you, it
is your breathing...It is a very discreet, but vital presence.
Let's express our gratitude, our gratitude to this presence within us...Appreciate it and feel this
presence as a company that is always with us without ever abandoning us...Feel the value of this
relationship....
I breathe in... I breathe out... I breathe in... I breathe out...

In contact with my breath I am not alone...life lives in me...I can imagine a point in my body as the
source of my life...it can be anywhere...When you have spotted this point you can put a hand on this
part of your body to have an even more lively contact with this source of life in you....
I breathe in... I breathe out... I breathe in... I breathe out...
Say to yourself: "I appreciate the life in me"...Repeat this a few times with your voice... "I appreciate
the life in me"...and little by little by whispering you let this phrase resonate in you without the
articulation of your tongue....
I breathe in... I breathe out... I breathe in... I breathe out...
By following my breath I can imagine being in contact and in harmony with the breath of all living
beings...Become aware of this wonderful reality...We are a great community...From my source of life I
send love to all living beings...I send hope...I send serenity...I send strength and courage...
I breathe in... I breathe out... I breathe in... I breathe out...
Let an image come, a symbol of everything you feel in this meditation experience... You can also say
a sentence to yourself and write it down afterwards to remember it...
Come back here by getting in touch with your body on the chair...Move your shoulders, your arms,
your hands, your feet, your toes...Move your feet, your toes...Stretch yourself...Yawn as if to wake
up...Open your eyes and propose to keep this spirit of meditation as long as possible for your wellbeing and also for the well-being of others.
Thank you.
Franco Salvini, French Psychosynthesis Institut, Paris, April 4, 2020

Franco Salvini, trilingual (Italian, French and English),
cumulates a career as teacher, psycho pedagogue and
musician throughout Europe, Africa and the United States.
When he was only 12 years old he directed an orchestra of
adult musicians before the Pope in Rome. With a university
degree in Psycho pedagogy obtained in Florence, where he
also studied with Piero Ferrucci, a cornerstone of
contemporary psychosynthesis, he also trained in group
therapy with Carl Rogers.
33 Avenue de Lowendal, 75015 Paris, France
mob : (33) 06 85 66 85 16
Via del Lago, 4 - 51100 Pistoia, Italie
E-mail : salvini@free.fr
Tel : (39) 05 73 40 27 14
mob : (39) 34 05 52 53 01
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Coaching Leaders Through the Global Coronavirus Crisis
by Ger Melia
This article is written as Ireland and other
countries launch national roadmaps1 to emerge
from the Coronavirus lockdown 2020. Pre crisis,
economies were thriving. Now, some are in
freefall with complex societal concerns and
horrific statistics on deaths from coronavirus.
From the outset, I want to emphasise my heart-felt
sympathy to those grieving the loss of loved ones
in this crisis2 and those otherwise distressed by
Covid 19. Some forecasts on consequences are
scaring many. Some reported experiences are
positive. Appropriate humour and bizarre amusing
facts distract some for awhile3. To reopen,
organisations must comply with new regulations4
and address employee wellbeing5. Leaders must
now consistently sustain high levels of
functioning, take responsibility for empowering
employees and lead organisations to success postlockdown. In addition, everyone needs clear
Purpose with a personal plan to thrive and
contribute post-lockdown. What is yours?

afterwards. Reference is made to respected
figures in Psychosynthesis and how their
influence informed my coaching practice.
Different and broader in scope than classical
coaching, Psychosynthesis coaching is aligned to
the needs of clients who are usually highfunctioning, with ability to maintain flow, focus
and direction. With relevant coaching, leaders and
those they lead will emerge from this crisis and
thrive again.
Though Purpose features in coaching, it entered
coaching sessions in March 2020 with a
spearheaded focus. It presented itself in the form
of the ‘here and now’ as clients and coaches, often
stunned, rapidly respond to changed realities, etc.
In coaching sessions as we entered lockdown and
experienced complexities of abrupt lifestyle
changes, clients seemed to benefit from meeting a
grounded presence matched with authenticity and
simplicity. It seemed critical that I had adequate
clarity on my own Purpose, accepted
responsibility for my inward concerns, had a
healthy response to realities of the crisis, adequate
freedom to make required decisions and
genuinely related to clients.

This article shows the potential for clients to
benefit greatly from relevant coaching now. Even
in the current crisis, I propose that those who
access an experienced coach can be empowered to
lead a life of Purpose and can contribute to the
effective mobilisation of society post-lockdown.
In this article, though I explicitly focus on leaders
because they are my clients, a broader cohort can
benefit. Given the societal impact of the
coronavirus pandemic and the coincidental timing
of the 75th anniversary of World War II victory in
Europe, I offer insights from some (including
Assagioli, the founder of Psychosynthesis) who
then faced challenges, overcame them and thrived

1

Regardless of location, through virtual face-toface I coach clients and deliver programmes to
them. From initial stunned states, their
experiences and perceptions now vary. The
Psychosynthesis Egg diagram6 is a useful analogy
and the following is provided in summarised
format, for now: Some clients describe lockdown
like being in jail. For others, the effect of
lockdown has been multiplied by the loss of loved
ones, loss of income, remote working, closed

https://www.irishtimes.com/news/health/coronavirus-the-reopening-ireland-plan-in-detail-1.4242985

2

This article is dedicated to Jim Parker (https://www.irishtimes.com/news/ireland/irish-news/former-defence-forces-chief-ofstaff-dies-of-covid-19-1.4229883). His wife (Breeda) introduced me to Psychosynthesis in 1990’s.
3

https://www.rte.ie/news/2020/0509/1137372-covid-19-will-lead-to-profound-long-lasting-changes/
https://www.rte.ie/news/2020/0508/1137374-chill-wind-of-pandemic-ravaging-economies-everywhere/
4

https://www.rte.ie/news/2020/0509/1137437-business-coronavirus-return-to-work/

5

https://www.rte.ie/news/business/2020/0508/1137264-social-impact-of-covid-19/

6 Assagioli,

R. M.D., Psychosynthesis, 1971, A Collection of Basic writings; Synthesis Centre Edition (2000), Massachusetts,
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schools, etc. Some are enjoying this phase
immensely, describe it like ‘flow’7 and are
realising what really matters. They related
accounts like those referred to by Ferrucci8.
Clients refer to improved connections, slower
pace, immense humanity, calm, peace, freedom,
appropriate humour, joy, exercise (dance, yoga,
walks, cycles in nature, etc.), bird song, nature’s
continued reliable, spectacular beauty, clients’
new meaningful contributions to society, insights,
meditation, relaxation, and artistic pursuits. Some
clients are noticing what they want to ‘let go of’.
Some are developing a new or re-igniting an
existing sense of Purpose. Others realise that
meaningful Purpose and contribution can be as
simple as kindness to others. In this global liminal
space, some clients’ experiences resemble a rite of
passage to a new phase with renewed Purpose and
contribution. I am also mindful of clients
experiencing complicated grief, those in a
reflective state following near-death experiences
after infection from coronavirus and those
overwhelmed by workloads. In their grief and
distress, some are reflecting on what really
matters to them. Feelings, thoughts, actions,
choices, etc. oscillate and for some, the
experience of unpredictability is palpable.
Especially now, gentleness, kindness, listening,
love, hope, empathy and relevant action are

7

important. The Psychosynthesis balance of Love
and Will is appropriate.
Coaching is fine-tuned to client needs. Reported
expectations of the potential for change and
disillusionment9 have their place. However,
Assagioli10 states that disillusionment is not
inevitable if we learn to accept what we
experience as an opportunity to learn. Astute
attention to the immediate has potential to inform
clients’ authentic Purpose and contribution. I try
to get a sense of and stay present to the ‘real’
person, support what is emerging, encourage
clients to learn more about themselves, stay
present and reflect on daily experiences, use all
Psychological Functions11, discover, reflect on
choices, etc. For those who feel terrified or stuck,
coaching is enabling them to focus, face that and
notice where they feel free or energised. We
address daily structure and discipline explained
by Assagioli12 as “not meaning repression or
suppression, but regulation and direction in the
sense of ‘steering’”. As appropriate, I encourage
clients to self-nurture, take small steps, explore
options, make appropriate decisions, manage
employees’ well-being while ramping up to
appropriate levels of organisation productivity,
with healthy dynamics, targeted isolation13 and
relevant supports. Through coaching, clients can
empower themselves as they become more

Csikszentmihalyi, M., 1992, Flow; Random House Group Ltd, London; 2nd Ed (2002)

8

Ferrucci, P., 1990: Inevitable Grace: Breakthroughs in the Lives of Great Men and Women: Guide to Your Self-Realisation;
Crucible (Thorson Group), Northamptonshire
9

https://www.rte.ie/news/2020/0425/1134791-elation-then-disappointment-exiting-lockdown-in-china/

10 Assagioli,
11

R. M.D., 2016, Freedom in Jail; Instituto di Psicosintesi, Florence, Edited by Lombard, C.

Ferrucci, P., 1982, p.29, What We May Be – The Vision and Techniques of Psychosynthesis; Thorsons, London; 3rd Ed (1995)

12 Assagioli,

R., AS 3519, Evocative Words; Instituto di Psicosintesi, Florence

13

https://www.irishtimes.com/opinion/lockdown-it-s-not-about-how-we-get-out-it-s-about-how-we-stay-out-1.4245488?
mode=ampU
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conscious of their experiences, perceived
opportunities, overcome obstacles and discover/
align their contribution to their Purpose.

Evan’s timely publication20, global society
catapulted into the current liminal space, without
really knowing where or how we will be in the
future. In a variety of locations, some of my
clients will now lead their organisations through
this crisis or even make career changes due to
redundancy. Though written pre=-crisis 2020,
Evans usefully defines a full-blown existential
crisis that he believes leaders and leadership face.
He explores the essence of what was happening
immediately prior to lockdown, what is trying to
emerge, and how to address systemic forces
(dynamics/organisation politics). He emphasises
humility and relevant support. My clients need to
succeed now and bring employees with them,
while supporting those experiencing
disillusionment and managing required targeted
isolation. I coach clients as they manage
challenging organisation dynamics, ignite and
sustain the momentum and acceptance required,
and develop/renew clear Purpose, consistent
reflection, effective relationships,21 required
conviction and direction. To maintain this focus
and momentum as successful leaders, I encourage
clients to align/synthesise their personal and
career Purpose and ensure their Will is free, while
accepting that Purpose and contribution evolve
and transmute as we move through life. They are
maximising their potential to lead organisations
through the substantial change and transformation
required.22

Adequate attention is given to the client’s internal
reality because what is experienced internally can
become their external reality. I am reminded of
the significance of free will14, attitude15,
responsibility, choice16 and of Assagioli’s notes17
at Casa Assagioli on acceptance (‘full utilisation
of an existing situation and the opportunities it
offers without emotional and mental reactions of
rebellion, self-pity or evasion”). In Freedom in
Jail,18 Assagioli quotes Keyserling: “we can only
become free and fulfil our destiny when we
accept full responsibility, without reservation or
exception, for everything of inward concern and
our freedom”. In that publication, reference is
also made to two of Assagioli’s contemporaries
(Viktor Frankl and Etty Hillesum). All three wrote
about how essential one’s inner attitude is to
experience true freedom. Evans19 also emphasises
self-reflection and the significance of a client’s
free will if he/she is to succeed as a leader.
Fortuitously, before the coronavirus crisis and
with a focus on leaders, I completed the 5DL
workshop facilitation and coaching for leaders
training that was offered by Roger Evans at the
Institute of Psychosynthesis, London to a small
group trained and experienced in psychosynthesis,
coaching and leadership in organisations. After

14

Evans, R.H., 2018, 5DL, 5 Dimensions of Leadership – Uncovering the DNA of Leadership; Creative Leadership Publishing,
London
15

Frankl, V.E., 1959 p.85, Man’s Search for Meaning; Rider Random House Group, London, (2004)

16 Assagioli,

R. M.D., 2016, Freedom in Jail, Instituto di Psicosintesi, Florence, Edited by Lombard, C.

17 Assagioli,

R., AS9250, Evocative Words; Instituto di Psicosintesi, Florence

18 Assagioli,

R. M.D., 2016, Freedom in Jail, Instituto di Psicosintesi, Florence, Edited by Lombard, C.

19

Evans, R.H., 2018, 5DL, 5 Dimensions of Leadership – Uncovering the DNA of Leadership; Creative Leadership Publishing,
London
20

Evans, R.H., 2018, 5DL, 5 Dimensions of Leadership – Uncovering the DNA of Leadership; Creative Leadership Publishing,
London
21

https://www.rte.ie/news/business/2020/0508/1137264-social-impact-of-covid-19/

22

https://www.irishtimes.com/sponsored/irish-management-institute/how-strong-leaders-thrive-in-crisis-1.4240785.
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Ferrucci23 alludes to Purpose and the essential
envisioning of a new form to inspire, stimulate
and mobilise us to action. That can potentially
counterbalance potential disillusionment as we
move forward. Frankl’s24 regular quoting of
Nietzsche is poignant: “he who knows the ‘why’
for his existence …. will be able to bear almost
any ‘how’”. Frankl’s25 realisation is also
noteworthy: “life means taking responsibility to
find the right answer to its problems and to fulfil
the tasks which it constantly sets for each
individual”. By staying present to and reflecting
on the immediate, clients can become
empowered, learn more about themselves, discern
their Purpose and commit to the contribution
required of them now.

5DL – FIVE DIMENSIONS OF
LEADERSHIP

BOOK REVIEW – Geraldine (Ger) Melia,
Executive Coach
Book Author: Roger H. Evans
This timely seminal publication on the DNA of
successful leadership is exactly what is required
as society re-emerges with a need to thrive after
the 2020 COVID-19 lockdown.
The book is an essential read for leaders (senior,
middle, aspiring) and for individuals seeking
change in career or life paths. For those
discerning/reviving their purpose, the author
recommends reflective practice. Significantly,
Evans provides the oft-missing keys required to
align Purpose to contribution, e.g. free will,
relevant supports and effective relationships.

Leaders are now embarking on a herculean
mission in an unstable environment. They need
appropriate humour which Assagioli26 and
Frankl27 emphasised as essential and courage
which he28 explains as the “Will to risk and the
acceptance of insecurity”. Through coaching,
clients can learn to accept this global coronavirus
crisis, use it as an opportunity to get to know
themselves better, stay present, reflect on theirs
and society’s experiences, maintain healthy
relationships, realise what really matters and fully
contribute in a manner aligned to their individual
and organisation’s Purpose. With sufficient
successful leaders of this calibre, society can soon
thrive again.

The content will immediately appeal to those who
know that successful leaders demonstrate high
levels of humanity and contribute wisely even
when addressing a crisis. It is also a vital read for
those eager to learn from their own witnessing of
the impact of leaders on organisations and
employees. The book is a must read for private
coaches and Chief Executives/Directors/Managers
who are responsible for professional development
of leaders in organisations. It will be of interest to
leaders with a coaching dimension to their
organisation role.
A pathway to successful leadership is offered to
leaders. The content also offers a framework for
self-management to a broader range of readers. In
relevant chapters, the reader is referred to
workshops, and additional reading, experienced

23

Ferrucci, P., 1982, p.29, What We May Be – The Vision and Techniques of Psychosynthesis; Thorsons, London, 3rd Edition,
1995
24

Frankl, V.E., 1959 p.85, Man’s Search for Meaning; Rider Random House Group, London, (2004)

25

Frankl, V.E., 1959 p.85, Man’s Search for Meaning; Rider Random House Group, London, (2004)

26 Assagioli,

R. M.D., Psychosynthesis, 1971, p.55, A Collection of Basic writings; Synthesis Centre Edition, Massachusetts

(2000)
27

Frankl, V.E., 1959 p.85, Man’s Search for Meaning; Rider Random House Group, London, (2004)

28 Assagioli,

R., AS3413, Evocative Words; Instituto di Psicosintesi, Florence
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coaches and facilitators trained and experienced
in 5DL (5 dimensions of leadership).
The author presents much more than a new
model. He takes the reader beyond the reality of
well meaning, hardworking leaders who pursue
extra qualifications despite already demanding
careers, with the hope of gaining relevant
competencies. Readers discover the key required
for outstanding leaders to maximise relevant
transformation of their organisations. Roger
Evans focuses on the core of leadership, the
required essence of those in leadership roles and
essential reflective leadership practice. Evans’
experience is evident in the ease with which he
uncovers the DNA of leadership and in how he
addresses what is often strongly felt but unspoken
about in organisations (e.g. system dynamics/
forces).

Geraldine (Ger) Melia: Executive Coach, Senior
Facilitator, Organisation Consultant.
Geraldine coaches organisations and individuals to
clarify what they really want and to reach their
potential by re-energising current and/or establishing
new directions.
MSc Management, Post Graduate Diploma Executive
and Personal Coaching, Diploma Psychosynthesis
Coaching (USA), Post Graduate Diploma Guidance
Counselling, Bachelor of Commerce, Project
Management (IBM), Psychometric and Personality
Test User (British Psychological Society), Post
Graduate Diplomas in Education, Business Software,
Dance. 5DL Leadership and Organisation Workshop
Facilitator. Diploma 5DL Leadership Coaching
(London)

Evans recognises the benefits of appropriate
leadership engagement in organisations. He offers
a pathway to essential leadership development in
reflective leadership practice, effective
engagement with others and required humility
(e.g. regard for support from others). With great
understanding, Evans addresses the need for
leaders to consistently move forward with
conviction and direction.

Based in Ireland, Geraldine (Ger) offers virtual and
face to face Executive Coaching, often using zoom,
skype or Whataspp. She also offers workshops and
visits to interesting sites. In 2019, Geraldine was an
external assessor (Middlesex University) for two
Masters Programmes, offered by the Institute of
Psychosynthesis, London (MA in Psychosynthesis
Coaching, MA in Psychosynthesis Psychology).
Geraldine attends national and international
psychosynthesis programmes, workshops and
conferences.

Particularly at this critical moment in global
history (March 2020), 5DL has the potential to
finetune a leader's focus to what really matters
now.

In the public and private sectors to international level,
Geraldine also has 30 years experience. As National
Manager and Policy Advisor in Adult Education and
Training, she collaborated with strategists on national/
EU priorities (eg future skills, career guidance,
employee professional development, key relationships).
Other roles: Careers and Education Advisor, Deputy
Principal (Ireland’s largest FET college), External
Assessor, Branch Chair of IGC, Lecturer, Business and
Financial Software Analyst, Recruitment Consultant
(Touche Ross, Paxus/IBM Australia and Ireland, Air
Products in Intel, Ireland); Author of a Financial
Software book (Institute of Chartered Accountants);
Membership: Psychological Society Ireland, Institute
of Guidance Counsellors, Teaching Council Ireland.
geraldinemelia@outlook.com
germelia01@gmail.com
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The “and” - a true glimpse of eternity
by Haike Fiedler, Germany
Please, hold on a second... even if the headline
sounds a little bit irritating,
I dare to say that the purpose of life is an
“and”.

could have done better! Love others, show respect
to the elderly, do not ask too many questions. Do
not say ‘No’ to your relatives when they ask you
for help or a favor. Watch precisely, serve
attentively and in a ‘proactively knowing’ manner
- what will be the best for ‘us’.

The word “and”-- which sounds quite similar to
the word “end” -- offers us a new beginning every
time we use it carefully. Moving forward in
synthesis, what does this mean to me. Born and
raised in Germany (childhood and adolescence
during the 60's and 70's) my entire world was
divided – into my little me (inner child) and the
others (around me). Like all German babyboomers, our parents lived through World War II
(and our grandparents also through World War I).
Trying very hard to comfort and ease the life of
my loved ones, I have been a true believer of what
good girls should do and what has to be avoided
in every occasion:
Don't be selfish, just be; without knowing how
to act – what a strange vision!
“Form and function, my dear! You have a brain –
use it, however, do not act so...emotional!” Be
perfectly prepared every time. Stay humble – you
PSYCHOSYNTHESIS QUARTERLY

The outer world
Later, I was well-trained as a wife, mother and
medical nurse, and even today as a counselor and
therapist focusing on knowing what other people
would need. The outer world and its influence on
me served as an inner compass in my life for a
long time. I am really good at loving,
understanding, supporting, nourishing others and I
was really bad at embracing love for myself . If
there was a lot of love and support, I could not see
or even recognize it for a long time. I felt like an
abandoned, unwanted child with the purpose to
give and only to receive if everything fits fine (to
others). But one day I thought,
I will succeed to be loved... by trying to do... my
very, very best.
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I will fix it.

Listening to fairy tales
At the beginning, as an introduction to my
workshops and seminars, I often tell selected
stories and fairy tales that fit the topic, observing
again and again that simply by being present and
listening, my participants gain an easy access to
their and the collective unconscious. They open
up in an observational way, opening to follow the
truth. By observing and feeling what is inside as
well as outside, we gain our bravery back. It
connects us with our sense of humor, inner joy,
serenity, wisdom and beauty and all parts of our
higher mind. The expression “as well” has such a
deep wonderful power like the word “and”; it
reminds me of “as (a) well” – a deep fluid source
inside of me, with great gratitude.

So to start, I ran around in taking care of others
trying very hard to fix everything. To become a
perfect nurse/host with a welcoming open heart
and understanding for everybody. To be a fairy
godmother for the whole world. As a fairy, you
create your own storybook deep down in the
unconscious. There is on the one hand needy
mankind and on the other hand there is YOU, this
“smart spiritual pop-up person” named the “fairy
godmother” which seems to be able to grant all
the wishes. It is a lonely life, so exhausting and
you are never ever good enough. It is so bizarre,
because if you succeed in giving everyone a
wonderful, peaceful and joyous life, you would no
longer be needed. To be that person is a vicious
cycle of pride and prejudice. And one seems
cursed to fail again and again - you get what you
want but not what you need. Feeling guilty and
ashamed, your greatest wish as a burned-out fairy
is to hide yourself. There is no more glittering or
lightness, there is this bitter feeling of being
unable, there is this heavy burden and you can no
longer fly.

Finding the source
We all have the ability to be centered, to find this
source – of our self, right in our midst, in
between the inner and the outer world, in
connecting our personal (private) nature with the
transpersonal – the earth and heaven in us, in our
hearts. From this place, we can do the director’s
cut - our masterpiece of life. We (always) have the
choice to harmonize the forces within and those
surrounding us by listening with our “heart-ears”
to our souls. We are capable with our Love and
Will (willpower) to say YES to everything in the
universe and also YES if there is nothing: “Yes, it
is as it is” and then, my dearest, we can decide
what we really want and need in each moment of
our existence. It can be so simple and natural like
breathing -- we just dare and try at this very
moment while reading the text:

The purpose of life
A great loss can turn everything upside down,
changing the external view to an internal one.
After the suicide of my first husband,
Psychosynthesis found its way to me, causing me
to ask: What are the lessons that I need to learn?
What is my destiny? What is the gift in this
situation? Looking for the first time not in an
“either/or” way at myself and the world was a
great relief – starting a playful training of
willingly loving and self-caring from an inside
point of view. I began to allow myself a closer,
more intimate look at myself. exploring my
beautiful, curious inner child by giving her an
inner ear, promising to listen better, more
carefully. Since then, one of my daily “soulworkouts” is to listen to my inner voice and let
me share with you, it becomes stronger day by
day. Presently I can permit myself thoughts,
emotions and feelings by giving them a wideopen space of presence by saying “hello” to them
and chatting with them. Even if the “ugly ones”
show up, like anger, frustration, pain, fear, grief or
sorrow, we can talk and meanwhile we listen to
each other, sometimes more, sometimes less. We
are getting closer and becoming friends. We often
play together.

PSYCHOSYNTHESIS QUARTERLY

Feel your feet on the ground and your head in the
sky; feel your heart beating.
Be aware of your breathing – the In and Out:
This wonderful stream which unites our inner
world with the outer world and tells us we are a
part of the entire universe. It shows us – we are
here - alive!
Look how the stream of fresh air fills you up!
You do not have to do anything, only to allow it
(to happen):
Say, yes, come in – you are welcome!
Maybe, just step a little aside, while this natural
guest is entering and later leaving without
hindrance. It could be... easy. Enjoy being filled,
nourished with oxygen - the stream of energy will
work on its own and then... let it go, let it flow,
give greetings from you to the world, be positive,
it will come again.
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Remember, everything in life has its time. It is a
constant rhythm of breathing in and out, from
coming and going, embracing and giving. Tides
of an eternal flow and in between there is the
“and”. The one little word that unites all.
Haike Fiedler
Since her teen years the former nurse is a passionate
lover of Taoist/Buddhist philosophy, myths, legends
and stories, trained in China and Germany in
Traditional Chinese Medicine. Unifying Body and Soul
her way as a Psychosynthesis Counselor, Trainer and
Therapist.
The Vice President of the German Psychosynthesis
Society runs a holistic private practice for over 20
years near Frankfurt/Germany.
http://www.praxis-haike-fiedler.de/
Picture: (Haike Fiedler)
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One World, One Egg: Random thoughts (on purpose) in Corona Times
By Jon Schottland, M.A., BCC
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Psychosynthesis is an evolutionary psychology. It
points a way forward and calls us towards a future
that is only partially visible to us, even as we
intuit that we have been moving towards it all
along. It is in this sense that I wonder how we
might grow, evolve and come to understand
something essential while living in these most
unusual Corona times. What might
psychosynthesis have to offer us as a lens on our
current experience?

and experience of slowing down and noticing
things that we might not otherwise see when in
the autopilot mode of our busy daily routines. On
a personal level, we may find different rhythms
and priorities that somehow suit us and make life
more fulfilling. On a collective level, if we’re
paying attention, we might see this is a period of
time in which the illusion of the “isolated
individual” is losing ground while the gripping
reality of our co-existence hits very close to
home.

This question has led me to take another look at
Assagioli’s classic egg diagram. I’ve been a
student of psychosynthesis for nearly twenty
years, and in all that time I have always
referenced Assagioli’s diagram as a map of the
individual psyche. The egg has been an invitation
to explore the various dimensions of my own
inner life and engage in a process of integrating
and harmonizing the disparate elements and
subpersonalities into a more cohesive self. It also
opens up a tremendous portal that connects my
everyday self to a spiritual dimension that is a
profound source of living and being in the world,
infusing my life with its energies, vitality, purpose
and meaning.

The Corona times are requiring something of us
like never before in my lifetime: we have to think
about and take into consideration not only how
we are faring individually, but also the pulse of
our collective wellbeing. There is an urgency and
immediacy to the need to pay attention to
something more than our own personal
circumstances. And in many beautiful ways
people are stepping up to the challenge. In my
hometown, a group of women came together to
form “Brattleboro Area Mutual Aid”, a fastgrowing network of community support that
operates in each neighborhood across town to
assess who has needs, who can help, and how in
general is everyone doing? The point person for
our neighborhood, whom I’ve never met before,
dropped off a packet of sunflower seeds on my
front porch this week as part of a “planting hope”
initiative.

Yes and true and good to all that. But now, in the
time of Corona, this focus on the conscious
evolution of the individual self seems insufficient.
As we face a global pandemic and subsequent
massive disruption of existing social, cultural and
economic systems, what if this view of the egg
diagram as an individual map is not enough, or at
least not the endpoint to the whole game? This
begs a further question that seems quite
compelling and relevant in these times, namely,
how is psychosynthesis “more than” just for
myself?

This is a time when we are being asked to take
seriously how the good of the individual and the
greater good of the larger collective are part and
parcel of the same thing. This has led to what
would have been, just a short time ago, an
unimaginable set of new norms like social
distancing plus widespread restrictions on travel
and all non-essential activities (including
baseball, Springsteen concerts and other places of
worship).

This conception of the larger whole, of which
each one of us is only a part, is of course implicit
in psychosynthesis. Yet so often our training
programs and focus lean heavily in the direction
of personal integration and synthesis, though there
has also been a thread of recognition of a parallel
group process or “field” (which, coincidentally,
Tom Yeomans many years ago referred to as the
“corona process”!). Assagioli himself devoted
some attention to what he termed “the large field
of interindividual psychosynthesis”.

Of course, the Corona times are exposing the fault
lines and glaring inequalities in our society as
Covid-19 disproportionately impacts people of
color and others who are vulnerable for any
number of reasons (poverty, homelessness,
incarceration, age, disability, etc.). Certainly, we
are all being affected in one way or another,
though it’s become quite clear as one person said
recently, “we are all in the same storm, but we are
not all in the same boat.”

If there is a silver lining in the global corona
pandemic, it may be in the heightened awareness
PSYCHOSYNTHESIS QUARTERLY
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Still, there is this opening right now, a collective
pause, and we are being asked to pay attention
both to our own personal situation and to the
greater needs and suffering of humanity. It’s not
enough to say “I’m not sick, out of work, etc.”, so
not my problem. You still need to participate and
stay home until things get better for everyone, at
least in terms of COVID-19.

consider the question: who is it, collectively, that
we may be? And what is emerging now?
Psychosynthesis, as a growth oriented spiritual
psychology, has always directed our attention to
these themes. The global egg, just like the
individual egg, might suggest such things as a
planetary purpose and collective “call of self”. As
Assagioli noted, every need evokes a
corresponding will to meet that need. Imagine the
tremendous power and force of a global will
coming into play in response to our most urgent
needs. These are the evolutionary lessons and
possibilities awaiting further discovery and
exploration if we are ready to look beyond the
immediate horizon and very real survival needs
during these Corona times.

If we can summon our collective will in service of
the greater good during the current pandemic, this
raises the question and prospect of coming
together around other urgent societal needs and
challenges. What if we all had to do something
and respond in some way until everyone was fine
in terms of having health care, a roof over their
head and food on the table, access to affordable
day care and higher education, a safe refuge or
sanctuary from the threat of violence, and other
basic human needs?
Which brings me round finally to the theme of
“purpose”. The point we are at right now in
Corona times, with a global pause in the action
and trying to catch our breath, leads me to wonder
if we might re-envision Assagioli’s egg diagram
to represent our collective experience. Imagine
that it’s not just you there in that egg but all of us.
All the people in your neighborhood and your
nation, all the folks from every religion and
country, all of us billions of people right there in
that single egg. One world, one egg. Seen in this
way, what can we then discern and say about the
suffering and darkness in our “lower egg” that
belongs to all of us? What sort of transcendent,
creative energies are present in our higher
unconscious that might elevate and support life on
earth? What are we currently manifesting in our
“middle egg”, and what might be an ideal model
for how we live together on the planet in
recognition of our co-existence within this one
egg?
All of this would require a shift in identification
that takes us beyond the perimeter of the
individual self (yet also includes it) to a position
of seeing ourselves as part of the global “I” or
collective self. This might seem far-fetched, and
yet this is precisely what the Corona
microorganism has somehow managed to evoke
during these times of crisis and radical upheaval.
We are disturbed out of our natural, automatic
patterns and rhythms just enough to pay attention
in new ways, perhaps able like never before to
PSYCHOSYNTHESIS QUARTERLY

Jon Schottland is founding director of the
Synthesis Northeast Institute. He is a senior
psychosynthesis trainer and clinician in private
practice in Brattleboro, VT. Jon can be reached at
jon@synthesiscoaching.org
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The Power of Purpose
By Julie Clark

Photo Attached: A Purposeful Offering Made in Prayer

sentiment was really meant for the mavericks,
moguls and gurus; for the Shaman who’d had
ancestral wisdom and practices handed down
from direct descendants, for the Olympic
gymnasts who’d been back-flipping off the railing
of their cribs, and for the geniuses who’d
graduated university right out of middle school.
Real, impactful Purpose, I had erroneously
believed, belonged to a select few. For this core
belief of coal to be transmuted into the diamond
of Personal Purpose, Divine Discontent acted as
the catalyst, offering painful, yet effective, whitehot pressure.

It was through my training as a Psychosynthesis
Coach that I learned wholly about the value of
Purpose. Ironically, it was the search for my own
unique Life’s Purpose that lead me to this
profession.
The catalyst for discovering my Personal Purpose
was extreme discomfort, disinterest, and
dissatisfaction with my stable, yet stifling, nine to
five. I had no coach to lovingly and effectively
guide me. I had no definitive plan to uncover that
which offered me opportunities to give back to the
whole while working in alignment with Source.
And yet my Purpose found a way to be revealed.
Divine Guidance stepped in. It would seem
Divinity might offer gentle, light-filled pushes
and tugs. And sometimes she does. Make no
mistake, however, she also upsets, causes pain
and knows well how to energetically “trip” us so
that we may fall onto the path that is most high.

As Psychosynthesis Coaches, we are in part, coal
miners. It is our job to help our clients collect the
hunks of dirty rock - the daily discontents,
persistent pressures and the foreboding fears and
frustrations. We then switch hats and become
Guides in Alchemy, leading our clients/cocollaborators down the path of transmutation.
Each lump of coal carries within it a message, and
the conglomerate of messages ultimately act as
pieces of the Purpose Puzzle.

There seems to be this notion, a conditioned
misconception, that the work we do to support our
life must be tedious, toilsome and terrible. We are
expected to live for the weekends, dread
Mondays, and yell Yabba Dabba Doo at each
day’s closing bell. Luckily dread, discontent and
disinterest are all Divine Clues. They are
indications that we are NOT living our Purpose,
and in need of a new path. The discovery that the
heart does not sing within the work that we do is a
gift of awakening. It is a signal to begin search for
our exclusive and authentic heart song.

There are many ways to help a client unearth their
Purpose. One of my favorite methods, particularly
when a client is feeling stuck, is Assagioli’s Ideal
Model Exercise. By inviting the client to use their
imagination function, we can guide them to
envision their Future Self. In asking for a
description of that Future Self, who is joyously
living out her/his Purpose, we need no concrete
details of how that Purpose is being lived. It is
enough for the client to begin picturing that
Future Self’s posture, facial expression, perhaps
the way in which she/he is dressed, what type of
energy they notice within the body, and other
emotive details. Using the Ideal Model Exercise
to imagine life as lived through Purpose gives the
client a chance to connect with this potential
reality. It will also allow the client to begin to
look for the details of how that Future Self arrived
at a place of living from Purpose with a greater
ease and efficiency.

Some clients come to us with the specific intent to
ascertain their true Purpose. Others may be
focused upon life content that is seemingly
unrelated to the matter. Ultimately, as
Psychospiritual Coaches, we are obliged to assist
our clients in the discovery of their true calling.
As I reflect upon my own unfolding revelation of
Personal Purpose, I remember first toying with
the idea that perhaps I, too, had something of
great value to offer. I’d heard so often that each of
us has a unique set of gifts, passions and talents,
and that expression of these would feel resonant,
joyous and natural. For so long I’d assumed this
PSYCHOSYNTHESIS QUARTERLY
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living lies in the fact that ripples are being
created. Living in ways that honor our true gifts
and delights will inevitably touch the whole. Our
Personal Purpose was divinely designed to offer
our exclusively unique brand of service and love
to the planet. Living our Purpose truly is an
offering in contribution to this world’s spiritual
evolution. We are Raising the Vibration for all of
Creation. Purposefully.

Undoubtedly, discovery of one’s Purpose can, and
many times will, translate into a career change,
professional advancement, entrepreneurship, etc.
The definition of Purpose as it relates to paid
professions, however, falls short of its true and
vast potential. It is not necessary that the
discovery of one’s authentic calling be affiliated
with paid and/or professional work. More
importantly, whether it is or isn’t tied to vocation,
Purpose is meant to be lived through each of our
actions. Purpose is meant to influence each word
that we speak, to guide every conscious thought,
and to propel the dynamics of all interpersonal
interactions. Once we’ve uncovered our unique
gifts, talents and passions, it now becomes the
ultimate pleasure to act from a place of reverence
for these blessings. Opportunities boundlessly
present themselves. We guide our clients in the
practice of living purposefully, as is right and
resonant with them as a unique individual.

Julie Clark, BCC
Cosmic Warrior Wisdom, LLC
cosmicwarriorwisdom.com
Julie Clark is the grateful founder of Cosmic Warrior
Wisdom, LLC. She is a Board-Certified Coach,
specializing in Psychospiritual Coaching and
Entheogenic Medicine Integration. She uses her
training in Psychosynthesis to reconnect her clients to
a place of Authenticity, Self-Confidence and
communion with the Higher Self. Through
Subpersonality Work, Integrating Transpersonal
Experiences, and
engaging all of the
Psychological
Functions, Julie
guides her clients
on a journey of Self
Discovery and
Empowerment that
mixes Spirit and
Science for
tangible change
and lasting results.

The power of
Purpose is
infinite. When
we discover
our own
miraculous
reasons for
being, we
experience
deeper joy,
greater
attunement
with flow and
enhanced vital
energy. Much
and many are
the personal
rewards for
living in
alignment with
our Purpose.
And yet,
perhaps the
sweetest juice
of the fruit of
purposeful
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The Purpose and Intelligence of the Imagination
By Michael Follman
imagined place. Following such an exercise, I
would explain that imagery often allowed a
certain intelligence to arise with symbolic wisdom
available if they could explore the image further.
We also discussed how they could use this image
whenever they felt a need to be safe and/or
peaceful.

In all the years I have used imagery as a clinical
and transpersonal tool, it never occurred to me,
until I began guiding senior citizens in developing
meditation skills, that there was a purpose and an
intelligence to our imagination. The groups I
recently led in the 55+ community were called
“Finding your Inner Peace”.

It was following one of these exercises that it hit
me that there was an intelligence of the

Most of the attendees were in search of some sort
of inner quiet. They were not seekers in search of
spiritual or transpersonal awareness. Over time I
began to follow a simplified guided mindfulness

imagination. I began to explain that all that ‘noise’
from one’s mind was a form of the intelligence of
the imagination in the service of the protective
process, that this was a normal part of being a
human being, and that it’s part of our evolutionary
growth. For several members of the group, this
gave them a new sense of meaning for all those
negative noisy intrusions from their mind. This
added sense of meaning facilitated their ability to
notice and choose during meditations. In
psychosynthesis terms, it was the beginning of
dis-identifying from this part of their mind.

meditation that included instructions to “notice
any distractions and then consciously decide to
return to your breath.” This simple change from
the usual, “follow your breath and when and/if
you are distracted just return your focus to your
breath again” made a great change for the group
members. They never had any idea before that
you had a conscious choice of where to place your
awareness. Over time, this facilitated their ability
to sometimes transfer this skill to everyday
experiences.

I began to use this idea of the ‘intelligence of the

Inevitably, when someone new entered the group,
they would ask why all these negative thoughts,
images and emotions arose as distractions during
the meditation sessions. Initially, I would explain
that a part of the self-system, which I called the
protective process, was attempting to warn them
against potential vulnerabilities that they may
encounter in the day or week to come, and
perhaps, in addition, some distractions were
actually past encounters that they felt did not go
so well.

imagination’ in other forms. For example, the
simple imagery of a peaceful and safe place
discussed above was a form of the intelligence of
the imagination in the service of calming and
healing. Later on, when we explored a form of
‘wise being’ imagery, this was explained as a form
of the intelligence of the imagination in the
service of wisdom.
These groups were for mostly beginning
meditators and therefore we did not do much
exploration of imagery and/or transpersonal
development. However, the concept of an

Often after such a statement by a group member,
other members would also complain about their

‘intelligence of the imagination’ seemed to allow
the group members to become more aware of the
complexity of their inner life and gave meaning to
what they originally felt was an annoying

‘noisy’ mind. I would then guide them through a
simple imagery, asking them to allow an image to
arise of a place where they felt peaceful and safe
– it could be from a remembered and/or totally
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generator of negative thoughts and images. But
for me, looking back at my many years of
exploration and guidance of the use of imagery in

transpersonal development in Bethlehem,
Pennsylvania. He is an instructor in the
Psychosynthesis Psychology Group.

therapy and training of others, this concept of ‘the
intelligence of the imagination’ has become a way
to continually reevaluate how different uses of the
imagination at different times were in the service
of personal growth (healing & transpersonal) or in
the service of the protective process and
sometimes both within one imagery session. At
the very least, becoming aware of the purpose and
intelligence of the imagination can help give
meaning to the various ‘noises’ from our mind and
help to open us up to deeper personal growth.

Michael Follman, M.A., is a retired state
psychologist who leads groups in meditation and

Blocks On The Way To The Self
By Shamai Currim
A person is known by their actions, or sometimes
their inactions. How we portray ourselves, act out
our understanding of the world and our place in it,
shows our capabilities and many times, our
failures. Most of us have a limited view of the
world we live in. We come from our experiences
of life, seen through faulty lenses. Our childhood
experiences give us the base from which we work
and, as we continue in our learnt patterns, we
reengage our limited abilities. Until we are able to
move beyond our set parameters, our comfort
zones, we cannot and will not succeed. We may
be able to eek by and fool others, and deep within
us we know we are not reaching our authentic
potential.

to our next step. Like the rungs of a ladder, when
one is broken, we cannot reach any higher.
Psychosynthesis Typology
While Swiss psychiatrist Carl Gustav Jung
proposed a model of four psychological functions
that is still widely used today (thought, feeling,
intuition and sensation), Assagioli suggested that
there are seven psychological functions
(sensation, emotion/feeling, impulse/desire,
imagination, thought, intuition) which he refers to
as six types of intelligence.
Kenneth Sorensen29 suggests that these
psychological functions
are receivers and transmitters of seven
energies and quotes Assagioli as saying:

Until we go back to our faulty patterns and undo
the wounds, we will be forever stuck in a place in
our childhoods where fear keeps us from moving
29

https://kennethsorensen.dk/en/the-seven-psychological-functions-and-the-seven-types/
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“…each function has a lower and a higher
aspect. The mind has a lower aspect—
purely analytical, critical, while its higher
aspect is reason and the higher mental
activities. The same with emotion: there
are primitive, coarse emotions and there
are refined feelings. And the will: there is
a strong imperative, selfish will and the
good will, the Will-to-good. Thus each
function should be developed to the
highest level of possible expression.”30

into existence. Childhood experiences must be
explored and personal blocks and potential should
be examined. As unconscious material comes to
the surface, we learn to understand and accept our
feelings of betrayal and humiliation, anger and
upheaval. Relationships and conditioning should
be explored because repression, suppression or
denial of feelings creates emotional stress. As we
release the grip of the past, real feelings can be
emoted and expressed, returning us to emotional
health.

Why is this important? Because, according to
Assagioli:

This is the key point: in order to preserve our
stability, we may tend to distort our reality,
creating altered perceptions. And when our inner
and outer worlds don’t match, we don’t get a
sense of feeling at home in the world. Our
distorted attitudes, beliefs and philosophies about
life may block our ability to live authentically.
While these distortions may help us temporarily,
at some point we need to come back to reality in
order to grow authentically. To liberate ourselves,
we need to assess the components of our
personality, formulate, clarify and define the
issues that are troubling us, and integrate and
assimilate all past, present, and future material.

“The man who has developed a strong
and steady will finds his rightful position
in the world by overcoming all obstacles,
both those created by circumstances and
those due to his own weaknesses or urges.
Thus he acquires the power to reach the
goals he has chosen; in other words, he
succeeds, and also gains that which is
better than worldly success: the
satisfaction of having attained his ends
through his own efforts, by means of his
will, and the assurance of having within
himself the power to fight and to win
again and again, if necessary.”31
In order to know the will, it must become a lived
experience, we must discover it in ourselves. It’s
like an awakening or revelation, an ‘aha’ moment
when we suddenly understand something
previously hidden. At first it may be confusing,
but it becomes clearer and more developed over
repeated experiences and favourable
circumstances. We need to train our will, moving
from the strong, to the skillful, to the good, to the
universal will in order to become our whole,
authentic selves.

Life Purpose
We each have the ability to formulate our own
personal life choices which change over time. If
our life purpose is, as Assagioli maintains, to help
release the energies of the Self and to experience
it as the organizing principle of life, then our job
is to know ourselves at all levels. The main goal

Since Assagioli maintains that the ultimate
purpose of psychosynthesis is to help release the
experience of the Self and to recognize it as the
organizing principle of life,32 we need to look to
what it is that blocks our ability to will our life

Rosenfeld, E. (1973) The book of highs: 250 methods for altering your consciousness without drugs.
New York; Quadrangle

30

31
32

Roberto Assagioli, Psychosynthesis Research Foundation, Issue No. 17
https://us.sagepub.com/sites/default/files/upm-assets/66161_book_item_66161.pdf
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of the broad-ranging theory and methods of
Psychosynthesis is to enhance the full range of
human experience and support our movement
toward Self-realization.33 There is no reason we
cannot reach this goal in this lifetime, if we so
choose.

Newness

What is change
But a new knowing
Of what life is all about
And the understanding
That nothing has ever been
In stasis
We
Along with all that is
Are forever
Locked in movement
Ever changing, never the same
A lone figure amongst
The many
I hold onto
That which was
While embracing
That of which
I have no knowledge
And I jump
Into the abyss
Never knowing
If I will hit bottom
Or learn
To fly

The Change

It's that time of year
When the sun is shining
And the warmth on my skin
Causes the flowers to bloom
And the birds to return
To their nesting
And I want to jump and leap
Through the air
With the
Joy of Spring
But alas
I can't go out
Into my joyous place
By the stream
And watch the birds
Celebrating the birth
Of a new world
I can't share my happiness
With those outside
As I frolic in the mists
Of a new day
I have to stay inside
Bundled in my aloneness
Shrouded in the knowing
That the world is changing
And I
Along with it

Shamai Currim, PhD, lives in Montreal, Quebec,
Canada with her children, grandchildren, dogs, and
grandkitties. She is a graduate of Psychosynthesis
Pathways of Montreal and has served for many years,
in many varied positions, on the Steering Committee of
the Association for the Advancement of
Psychosynthesis. She is a retired psychotherapist,
educator, and educational consultant and has done
volunteer work in hospice and home care services,
prisons, and senior’s residences. She continues to
support the community of people who have lived
through extreme abuse.
Shamai is now immersed in the arts and has had her
work displayed in many local shows. She is a
professional, BOD member of her local art association
and encourages her children and grandchildren to be
their most creative selves.
Shamai has presented at numerous conferences, has
been published in many peer review journals, and is
the author of Meaghan’s Story.

Following are two poems from Shamai:
33

https://www.aap-psychosynthesis.org/What-is-Psychosynthesis
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The Odyssey
By Vincent Claessens
Eyes covered by the veil
where dreams and nightmares take shape...
I walked the path
through the cold mist of dawn.
It was my heart that guided me...
and allowed me passage
from earth to travel.
The sound of my footsteps rose in the air...
like a cyclic beat.
At that moment I thought of the flight of migratory birds...
Then I boarded a ship to live the odyssey...
Now I'm still blind
and yet I'm guessing
that this ship has no hull
but a rock where the Eternal Diamond sparkles...
Propellers are wings
that push us into the unknown
The bridge is a field of flowers
that distill a harmonious music.
The chimney is a thousand-year-old tree
whose fruits are books that sing.
The crew, that's you, that's me...
It's all of us looking for the Invisible Captain...
The One who knows our destination.
Only He can see the Light of the Eternal Temple...
My vision is too short to scan the infinite horizon...
I have to add the others’ vision.
Cruise passengers on the river of life,
we're looking for... we're looking for each other.
What if we're the Invisible Captain...
all together...
Every day, at sunset, I will make the same wish:
May our ship be guided by Love...
and leave as the only trace a furrow of Light!
After a degree in communication, Vincent Claessens turned to massage therapy in 2002.Through his professional practice, he
discovers that behind the tensions of the body are hidden emotional tensions. So he decided to deepen his knowledge in
psychology by training at the French Institute of Psychosynthesis. His book published in 2012, La mosaïque de l’Être, is the fruit
of his research on the subpersonalities.
Today he works following the principles and techniques of Psychosynthesis. The essential goal of transpersonal therapy is to
reveal the inner potential and to establish a conscious contact with the spiritual Self. In this perspective, he applies this method to
his patients in Belgium, in individual sessions and in workshops about personal and spiritual development. - www.psychosynthese.be

WORDS HAVE PURPOSE
By Isabelle Küng, edited by Walter Polt
Words are the guardians of meaning: They hide and reveal.
A word, silently and almost “without a word” leads to the goal it stands for.
Otherwise said: Every word has a potential power, and this potential is what
Purpose is made of.
Before my sessions with Assagioli, no one had kindly helped me understand
the processes underlying the production of speech. I did not know the causeand-effect relationship between a) myself (the one in the driver’s seat, b) how
I used my psychological functions, and c) the effects on the outer world. So,
what were the results? Idle speech? Small talk? Irritated shouting? Loving
whispering? Determined command? Or indeed true affirmation of Purpose? I
indiscriminately thought all of these were simply a “sincere” expression of
myself.
How was Assagioli going to “teach” me—without making me feel guilty for my old idle habits of speech
—to become conscious of the power everyone has: the capability for right speech (and therefore right
thinking)? It was not obvious to me at all. Yes, I did need to learn this vital lesson.
Why? First, because if we don’t have at least a little awareness of how
thoughts become words, and words action (and therefore expressions of a
will, of a purpose), we are in trouble: Life circumstances can lead us in
circles. We’re on a carousel, endlessly repeating the same mistakes. And
then we are also easily manipulated. That means we cannot exercise free
will. We need free will to achieve our main Life Purpose as a human being:
to grow from “seed” to full “maturity”—something the vegetable kingdom
illustrates perfectly.
The second reason I needed to learn the vital lesson of right speech is that,
like almost every purposeless person, back then I had the habit of talking
like a fountain without watching the purity of the emission! It just had
never crossed my mind that words were expressions of thoughts leading to
a goal: They needed to be guarded or, being aimless, they would lead us
astray. I needed to recognize their immense, purposeful value when used
beneficially—and their terrible destructive potential when not!
Looking back, I realize that, as a teenager and adult-in-the-becoming, I was so much like almost
everybody else around me: jumping to conclusions, running after illusory values such as being “number
one,” getting everyone to admire me, and anything except becoming my true self! This is indeed
purposelessness, even if the pursuit of vain things does also give the deceptive impression we’re doing
things for a purpose.
It is not that my mother had not explained to me the importance of kind speech (so that she could be
proud of me in public)! She had actually already tried to make me get the point when I was only 6 by
telling me the fairy tale of a little princess “just like me.” Every time this little princess would say naughty
things, snakes, fearful toads, and disgusting, slimy monsters would jump out of her mouth. And when she
would say nice, gentle, and kind words, precious stones, pearls, and lovely fairies would come to the light
of day. (I was enthralled. You see, at the age of 6 for a child, words are just words. The child is just
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guessing the impact of the words, depending on how adults reacted to them. Therefore
her tale was giving me a hint.) The trouble was that after repeated efforts to say things
that adults would finally judge as “nice,” I did not see any precious stones coming out of
my mouth. I therefore decided that her story was baloney. I was disappointed, and in a
certain measure I lost faith in her being “unfailing.” On top of that, the point she wanted
to make, namely the importance of the quality of the thoughts we wish to express, had
completely escaped my understanding. Worse still, I came to the simplistic conclusion
that words were just as unreal as tales: No diamonds. No pearls. Thus no evidence that
the tale meant what adults pretended it meant! At 6, I somehow strongly felt attracted by
precious stones: hence my even deeper disappointment. I instinctively sensed that jewels
represent most-precious concepts. No wonder I would later, much later, be impressed by
the oriental “Word of Power” referring to “the JEWEL in the lotus.” The jewel
symbolizing the eternal nature of every being; the jewel, springing forth from the
rainbow-color flower of its soul qualities, blossoming on the surface of the pristine
water, the flower carried upward on its strong stem growing out of roots firmly grounded
in the muddy bottom of the stream or pond and heading straight up towards the light, almost like an arrow
shooting through the water and keeping its direction no matter how strong the current. A word of power
(OM MANI PADME HUM) summing up the purpose of Life—from seed to full flowering and liberation
of the seed’s light-revealing polar opposite: the jewel! The lotus image with this mantra is seen as a
condensed form of all the Buddhist teachings.
But the moment I saw the manipulation in the tale of that princess “just like me,” I felt helpless. It is
terrible at the age of 6 not to understand that when I sincerely produce something I am sometimes lauded
and sometimes harshly criticized. At those moments I felt desperate—and for a kid, that is traumatic. As a
matter of fact, not until I was sent to Assagioli at the age of 19, would I find the life purpose that
corresponded to the real me. Until then, I had suffered much and gotten pulled into the quicksand of an
attitude of self-pity and carelessness instead of developing self-confidence and wisdom. Of course, this is
just one view looking back at that time; there was more: I also experienced many happy and useful
situations. Nevertheless, the main quest was What is my destiny? Should I do like Mother Theresa, or
become a great artist, or become a super photographer, or a Formula One racing champion?
As it happened, life decided for me.
As I mentioned above, my mother sent me to Florence to sort out my
personal life, learn art history, and learn Assagioli’s method so as to teach
it to the students of her school. And indeed this became my life purpose—
and all my life circumstances adjusted correspondingly. It wasn’t easy, but
it was worth the while.
So when I arrived in Florence I was at the very beginning. I had to learn
the very first sparks of the main lesson: the value of speech, of words, of
purpose in life.
Imagine this: Assagioli, instead of lecturing me on this topic, gave me
carefully selected excerpts of a poem to copy. It described what he figured I needed to understand, what
he hoped I would learn from it! He gently asked me to do him a favor: would I please copy “for him”
some chosen excerpts from a long poem by Victor Hugo (1802–1885). That stupendous poem (as I found
out by copying it and later reading the whole poem) described most vividly the mystery of words in
general—and of the Word “FIAT,” “let there be.” (It’s different from “AMEN,” “let it be”.) FIAT. Four
letters, yes just four. They disclose that The Word is the Will and the Will is life. And if you think it
through, this implies that the Will is the purpose of life. Assagioli was well aware of this: It’s the reason, I
gather, he wrote “The Act of Will.” He published it in 1973; however, already at the beginning of the
century had he intensively been lecturing about the education of the Will. These four letters, “FIAT,” also
disclose that the myriads of words bouncing around like particles in the “void” of space, similarly mold
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the desires affecting, and infecting, every human, young or old—and through them humanity. They lead
individuals or nations to be afflicted (thus to work out fleeting and idle desires), or effective (to
accomplish their Life Purpose in the concert of the Nations).
Here are selected lines you might like to see from that Victor Hugo poem, “Réponse à un acte
d’accusation (II)”, in the Collection: “Les Contemplations (1856).” I did not find any English translation
for these few lines that I copied in French, so I did my best. Please forgive me: it is not perfect—
especially as in poetry some words, depending on their place in the sentence, have various meanings, each
relevant and worth reflecting upon. (Yes, that in itself is “food for thought”!)
This is one link to the poem in the complete French original:
https://www.poeticous.com/victor-hugo/reponse-a-un-acte-d-accusation-ii
Car le mot qu’on le sache est un être vivant !
For a word, one ought to know, is a living being!
Le mot fait vibrer tout au fond de nos esprits.
The word gets to vibrate all in the depth of our spirit.
O main de l’impalpable ! ô pouvoir surprenant !
O hand of the imperceptible! O stupendous power!
Cette toute-puissance immense sort des bouches.
This immense almighty potency comes out of mouths.
Mon nom est FIAT LUX.... Oui, tout-puissant ! tel est le mot. Fou qui s’en
joue !
My name is LET THERE BE LIGHT. . . . Yes, omnipotent! Such is the word. Mad is he who disdains its
power!
Mon nom est FIAT LUX, et je suis ton aîné !
My name is FIAT LUX, and I am your elder!
This line, which is not the last one (you might like to look for that yourself) was singled out by Assagioli
with I guess the purpose of illustrating that the path to mental health is through adequate focus on words
(thought processes) and going from them to Purpose. Yes, one who has no life purpose, or has not found
something to look forward to that gives meaning to their existence (not just getting a salary), who has not
somewhat defined their reason for being here and doing what they do (not just following orders or the
latest fashion), is just mad. Notice, Assagioli does not say this himself in that blunt manner; he quotes an
eminent text. He allows the reader to find out by himself what he (Assagioli) merely points at to show the
way!
This approach is admirable: It respects free will.
And I see now, in 2020, that not without reason (again, a synonym for purpose) did Assagioli give me
these lines to copy. At that time (the early sixties) I really, really, really was not aware of the responsibility
we (and therefore also I) have: to manage with care and attention the processes that express as words. I
was not aware in the least that once we invest our attention in them they do have power. And of course the
more I would chatter around, the less would I be able to recognize their mighty power—and the less
would I listen to what I was told! Yes I loved to talk! It gave me a good feeling, mostly because it would
attract the attention of others, and that energized me!
Our attention turns life purpose into life endeavor! The choice of direction and emphasis is ours.
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The whole subject of transference of psychic energy warrants further study. Assagioli called it the Fifth
Force in psychology: psychoenergetics. It is an extraordinary subject. To approach it in a sound manner,
one must be able to stand in “spiritual being”—for psychoenergetics is the science of the Soul, therefore
heart Qualities—and be in perfect harmony with all. Remember: Assagioli’s motto was “IN TUTTO
ARMONIA.” That discloses his Life Purpose, which is what his method is all about!
Isabelle Clotilde Küng (Faillettaz/Bagdasarianz) was trained from 1963 to 1974 by Roberto Assagioli to
teach his educational method, Psychosynthesis, to the students of Institut
Bleu-Léman in Villeneuve/ Switzerland, an international Finishing School for
girls aged 15 to 25, founded by Dorette Faillettaz, her mother. She included
Assagioli’s method in the main program of studies for all students, sharing
her time between training with Assagioli in Florence and teaching
Psychosynthesis, and in due time she co-directed the school, where she also
lived and raised her family. She is now retired, lives in Geneva, writes about
her experiences, and shares them on line (in 5 languages).

Will Parfitt on Death and Dying
From an Interview with John Wilks
Apr 23, 2020
Will Parfitt, teacher, and author of Something & Nothing of Death
talks to John Wilks and Josephine Sellers about his work with death
from the perspective of Psychosynthesis. https://youtu.be/
OlJF_8VGe7Q
Will Parfitt’s book "The Something & Nothing of Death” is
available from Amazon or via Wills’s website athttps://
www.willparfitt.com/books/the-something-and-nothing-of-death

Will Parfitt trained in Psychosynthesis
around 40 years ago and continues to
learn more about this endless fascinating
subject. He is the author of several
Psychosynthesis books including his latest
The Magic of Psychosynthesis [PSA
Books, 2019]. You can find out more about
Will at his website; www.willparfitt.com
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Freedom From Unconscious Roles
By Zachary Rapport

Poem written January 6, 2001

From the moment we are born,

We are pressured to conform –

To play a certain role

That fails to make us whole.Darkness, darkness,No light. A role given is a substitute for

liv’n.Darkness, darkness,No light.Free yourself from your past.Reject the roles into which

you were cast.Consciously select your roles.Consciously choose your goals.Freedom,

freedom, Bright light.

*Editors note - Zachary’s poem is published exactly as he submitted

it. We do not edit poetry/works of art.

Dr. Zachary Rapport teaches courses at various universities. He holds
four graduate degrees. He studied Psychosynthesis with Dr. Molly
Young Brown. When he is not researching, writing, or teaching, he’s
hiking the trails and taking photographs of the beautiful regional,
state, and national parks around the United States.
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As we navigate our way in this global pandemic and uncertain path ahead, we have an opportunity to
respond with all our skills and competences to be of service. In these recent weeks, we have had
many conversations with our psychosynthesis community about how we can offer useful tools to
enhance the inner resources so needed today. Our latest initiatives include:
1. What Matters: Courage and Calm in Uncertain Times: A cooperative service project between
Synthesis Center San Francisco and Gruppo alle Fonti - Casa Assagioli. Together, we have created
a shared initiative: a You Tube channel where you can find guided psychosynthetic
visualizations/meditations recorded: English, Italian, Spanish, German and soon, Greek and French.
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCNwpxbj2xFAOkH616WdUnxQ/about?view_as=subscriber
or search YouTube “What Matters: Staying Present in Uncertain Times”:
We are grateful to the many volunteers in the US, Canada, Spain, Italy, Greece and France who have
contributed voice and help with this project. We are also thankful to Piero Ferrucci who gave
permission for us to record his meditation-visualization from his recent post: Where the Virus
Cannot Reach: Tools for an Emergency. And, a special appreciation to the Istituto di Psicosintesi
and Catherine Ann Lomabard for the recorded excerpts of the book, Freedom in Jail.
In the unfolding weeks, we will continue to add content in cooperation and service. We hope that
this will be an opportunity to grow together as an international community of psychosynthesis and to
be able to offer a suffering world the tool that we all love and appreciate.
Please feel free to email us for more information at: WhatMatters@SynthesisCenterSF.com
2. Board Certified Coach Training and more: Our collaboration with The Synthesis Center,
continues, in offering Board Certified Coach Training in Psychosynthesis as we launch our Summer
Intensive Distance Learning Program beginning June 28, 2020. Additional distance learning will
include new sessions of Psychosynthesis for Life in Summer/Fall 2020, opportunities for group
supervision, as well as new additions to our webinar and podcast series: “What Matters”
3. Psychosynthesis Coaching Center: This summer we will be launching a Global Coaching
Practice offering individual and group coaching, as well as affordable coaching packages, in service
to our vision:
The transformation of all humanity towards the highest good and the joy of being.
And, in fulfillment of our mission: To bring the theory, maps and tools of psychosynthesis to a
new generation through comprehensive professional training, development and support, individual
and group coaching and service to community.
Stay tuned by following us on Facebook and Instagram @SynthesisSF
May we all be safe, healthy, peaceful and at ease.
~ The Team at Synthesis Center San Francisco

Just Published!
Holy Fire: The Process of
Soul Awakening
Thomas Yeomans, Ph.D.
I am glad to announce that the book I have been writing for several years is now finished and available. Holy
Fire is the fruit of my lifelong spiritual journey as well
as my extensive professional work in the fields of Psychosynthesis and Spiritual Psychology over the decades. I offer it to all those who are seeking to understand more deeply, and to live more fully, the life of the
soul on earth.

Details: Paperback, 266 pages, $20.
Order now at:
https://www.amazon.com/dp/1732784353
From the Preface: This book is about human beauty—the deep beauty of the soul as it emerges
and shines more and more fully within us. It is about the process by which this emergence comes
to be, and the vicissitudes of the journey that we take in order to be fulfilled in this way. It is a report from the 50 years or so of what I have experienced and learned from working with others to
support and nourish this soul birth and journey within their lives, and it is also a reflection on my
own experience of this birth and journey and the experiences along the way that have led to understanding this process more clearly and deeply.
Thomas Yeomans, Ph.D. is the founder and director of the Concord Institute and co-founder,
with Russian colleagues, of the International School, a post-graduate training institute in St. Petersburg, Russia. Since 1970 he has worked as a psychotherapist, teacher, and trainer of professionals in
Psychosynthesis and Spiritual Psychology throughout North America and in Europe and Russia.
He has published writing on Psychosynthesis and Spiritual Psychology, as well as three volumes
of poetry and a children’s book. He is also a painter and musician. Currently he maintains a private
practice in soul process guiding/mentoring and teaches occasional training seminars in Soul Process
Work.
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2020-2021 Psychosynthesis Training
with Synthesis Northeast Ins8tute in Bra;leboro, VT

Free Intro Event! Sunday, June 14th

Looking to open new doors leading to both self development and professional
advancement?
Join us for an evening that will introduce Psychosynthesis training, the transforma8ve principles of
spiritual psychology, and our Life Coach Cer8ﬁca8on Program!

Are you drawn to a life that feels more deeply a;uned and expressive of who you most
truly know yourself to be?
Psychosynthesis is a unique process that combines both psychology and spirituality to support personal
integra8on, wholeness and connec8on.

Come get "A taste of Psychosynthesis!"
We are oﬀering an online Open House event on Sunday, June 14th from 6:30 - 8:00 p.m. that will be
both conversa8onal and experien8al, geared towards giving par8cipants a taste of this work and sharing
informa8on about the next Synthesis Northeast course star8ng in October 2020.
Register here: hMps://psychosynthesisintro.eventbrite.com
If you have any ques8ons, feel free to reach out!
Jon Scho;land
Program Director, Synthesis Northeast
jon@synthesiscoaching.org
(802) 451-6768
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Creative Psyche
Anne V. Schipani, LPC, ATR-BC

Facebook.com/creativepsychestudio/
Meetup.com: Awakened Dreamer & OBE Meetup
Creative-psyche.com
860-497-4241

Intuitive Mondays! Development Circle (online)
Join us for this Online intuitive development circle! All levels of intuition welcome. Explore new techniques each month to
develop and support your 6th sense in a supportive and inspiring atmosphere. Of the six psychological functions from
Psychosynthesis - will/desire, imagination, sensation, emotion, intuition and logic - intuition is often the one least
supported or valued by our social system and or sometimes, even ourselves. Our 6th sense is, of course, just as important
as the other functions, and can help us tune in to our own inner wisdom and knowing. Learn to develop and integrate
your natural intuitive function in this supportive group. Approaches and group exercises include telepathy, mediumship,
spirit guides, chakras, dreams, and more. Participation is Free the Hirst group, then $10 per group afterwards. Please preregister or RSVP. This group is conducted through Zoom video chat, which is free and easy to download.

Cost: free your Hirst meeting, $10 each additional meeting
Date/Time: First Wednesdays, 6/3/20, 7/1/20, 8/5/20, 6:00-7:30pm
Location: online. Register by contacting anne@creative-psyche.com or call (860)497-4241

Dream Circle! monthly

Come join us for our Monthly Dream Circle! Each month, learn new dream approaches and techniques,
as well as have the opportunity to share your dreams and connect with other dreamers! All levels
welcome. Learn to use dreams to develop your natural functions such as intuition and imagination for the
purpose of expanding and integrating your multidimensional self. The founder of Psychosynthesis, R.
Assagioli, proposed it is natural part of a human’s experience and wellbeing to access higher states of
consciousness, such as creativity and the Superconscious. Dream work can enhance your connection with
these states, and the supportive dream circle is a powerful resource for understanding and integrating our
dream experiences. No experience necessary!

Cost: $15 pre-registration, $20 at the door PLEASE CHECK IF GROUPS ARE IN-PERSON or
ONLINE during this time of quarantine and pandemic, for your safety!
Date/Time: Online or in-person, TBD, depending on quarantine restrictions. Please check
website Hirst: First Saturdays, 6/6, 7/11 (changed due to July 4 holiday), 8/1, 1-2:30pm.
Twisted Dog Yoga, 15 Broadway #2, Colchester, CT 06415. Repeats monthly.
Location: Please register at twisteddogyoga.com or call (860)497-4241

Anne V. Schipani, LPC, ATR-BC: Anne specializes in using an integrative, mind-bodyspirit approach to help individuals get back in touch with their own inner source of
wisdom, creativity, and empowerment. She is an Intuitive Life Coach, Licensed
Professional Counselor, and Board-CertiHied Art Therapist. Intuitive coaching sessions
include an integration of Psychosynthesis, coaching, and use of intuitive wisdom from
both you and Anne to help you expand and integrate your many different aspects, and to
Hind more clarity, balance, and joy.
Online, video chat, and phone sessions are available. Please contact Anne or visit her
website for more details.
Creative-psyche.com * Anne@creative-psyche.com* (860) 497-4241

THE POWER OF LIFE PURPOSE
A webinar via ZOOM presented by AAP
Saturday, June 20, 2020
12 noon - 1:30 pm (EDT)
Description: Dr. Richard Schaub is going to lead a live and interactive webinar on the
quiet power of life purpose - how it inspires courage and focus and guides choices even
in the face of crisis and suffering. The webinar includes discussion, suggestions and
experiential techniques. It is intended for both self-development and to be applied to
helping others.
Target Audience: Intended for both self-development and application to helping
others

Biography: Richard Schaub has a Ph.D. from St. John’s
University in counseling psychology. He (and Bonney Gulino
Schaub) have been pioneers in bringing psychosynthesis,
meditation and imagery into the fields of health care and
mental health. He has trained hundreds of health
professionals internationally. He is the co-author of five
books and three CDs on transpersonal development and is
co-founder of the Huntington Meditation and Imagery Center
and the New York Psychosynthesis Institute.

Learning Objectives - Attendees will learn:
1. To recognize the quiet power of life purpose as a response to crisis and suffering
and, therefore, its therapeutic value in helping others;
2. To appreciate the centrality of life purpose in two major influences on Assagioli, the
mystic Florentine poet Dante and the Viennese psychiatrist Viktor Frankl.
3. To experience three psychosynthesis-based methods that help us to identify our life
purpose

The webinar is FREE to members and $25 for non-members.
Click here to register
Deadline to register is Thursday, June 18, 2020
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HELP US GROW
We hope you enjoyed this issue of
the Psychosynthesis Quarterly and
want to say thank you once again to
everyone who contributed. Did you
know that everyone who produces
the Quarterly, presents webinars,
maintains the website, updates the
calendar, upkeeps membership and
communication, and does all the behind-the-scene planning of events
ARE ALL VOLUNTEERS? We do it because we love psychosynthesis
and are committed to fulfilling the AAP’s mission “to advance the theory
and practice of psychosynthesis to benefit individuals and society.”
However, in order to grow, we need your help.

• Are you or would you like to suggest someone who is accomplished in
your/their field on a particular subject or concept to present a webinar
or consider being a guest editor of the quarterly?

• Are you a copyeditor who would like to lend your skill to assisting in
the production of the quarterly?

• Are you computer savvy and want to help with the website?
• How about helping us actually “steer” the direction of the AAP by
joining the Steering Committee?

• Want to help but don’t see your interest on this list? Contact us anyway
and share your thoughts.

• Please contact us at communication@aap-psychosynthesis.org

NETWORKING & PROFESSIONAL COMMUNITY FOR PSYCHOSYNTHESIS PRACTITIONERS

We have created a members only group on our FaceBook page to begin
the conversation of how you are applying your psychosynthesis training
in your clinical/professional practice.The group is moderated by
answering a few simple questions and upon completion, is open to
anyone on FaceBook who would like to join the conversation. https://
www.facebook.com/groups/1594738847346739/post_tags_list/
Some current topics of conversation:

• Please introduce Yourself.
• Tell us a little about how you use your psychosynthesis training in your
clinical, professional practice.

• Pose any question or comment you would like to get the conversation
started.
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